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ne of the very first flowers that I had success growing from seed when I had my
very own garden at my first home was flax. I was delighted by the delicate stalks
with bead-like leaves and ethereal blue flowers. They were stronger than they
looked (and I know this simply because they survived my gardening techniques). This was
before I really understood the connection between the flowers and the fiber that I eventually
learned to spin. I haven’t yet grown enough to harvest and rett the flax into linen—but I
dream of it. We’ve collected some articles from past issues of Spin.Off to share with you—
and in reading them again my love of flax and linen is revitalized. I’m ready to sow seeds in
my garden, to set up a distaff, and to spin a useful and enduring yarn that will delight me
for ages.
One of the oldest of Interweave’s publications, Spin.Off is a quarterly magazine that has been around
since 1977 inspiring spinners new and old to make beautiful yarn and find enchanting ways to use it.
We also host the spinning community, spinningdaily.com complete with blogs, forums, and free patterns,
Spin.Off Autumn Retreat (SOAR)—an intense and inspirational week with like-minded spinners, and
our series of workshop videos where the living treasures of the spinning world share their knowledge
with you. We’re devoted to bringing you the best spinning teachers, the newest spinning ideas, and most
inspirational creativity right to your mailbox, computer, and ultimately fingertips.
We hope you enjoy your spinning journey—come tell us about it at spinningdaily.com.
Happy spinning,

Amy Clarke Moore
aclarkemoore@interweave.com

Indulge your passion
for fiber with Spin.Off
magazine
Spin.Off brings you:
•T
 he best teachers teaching the best spinning tricks
and techniques
•T
 he newest information: fibers, tools, books, events,
people, and places
•T
 he warmest, fullest stories of spinning history
and tradition
• The coolest handspun projects that you can make

Subscribe
Now!

Call (800) 767-9638
or go to spinoffmagazine.com
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Sources of fiber flax seeds
To grow a crop of fiber flax, you’ll need fiber flax seeds. Don’t bother planting
the kind of flax seeds you can buy at health food stores—that kind of flax is grown
for its oil-rich seeds, not for its fiber.
Several varieties of fiber flax are available. Hera and Ariane are imported from
Holland, Natasja and Viking from Sweden, Cascade comes from Washington State,
Regina from Canada, and Norfolk Queen from Virginia.
Which one is best? “It’s hard to say,” writes Betty Burian Kirk in Sauk Village,
Illinois. Betty tried five varieties, and they’ve all grown well, weather permitting.
But she’s not ready to say which variety spins best or produces the finest fibers.
There are too many variables to consider. Growing conditions, retting time, and
breaking and hackling all affect the fiber yield and quality.
Fiber flax seeds can be bought from:
Landis Valley Museum
Heirloom Seed Project & Farm Program
2451 Kissel Hill Road
Lancaster, PA 17601
(717) 569-0401 ext. 204
c-bleensva@state.pa.us
www.landisvalleymuseum.org
More resources may be found online.
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Linen: From Flax Seed to Woven Cloth was
published in 2010 by Schiffer Publishing. It is
an update of The Magic of Linen: Flax Seed to
Woven Cloth, published in 1992 by Orca Book
Publishers. The photos here are by Jeff
Barber/INFocus.
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Spinning Flax
into Linen
The easy way
by Jude Daurelle

2
3

1

Jude spun the linen yarn for these towels and table
runner as samples to use when she teaches spinning
linen. She wanted to demonstrate the difference
between millspun linen and handspun linen. Jude
warped the loom with the millspun linen and wove
the towels (1 and 2) with millspun yarn and then
wove the table runner (3) with handspun linen yarn.
Jude adapted Gayle Bingham’s classic dräll pattern
from A Weaver’s Book of 8-Shaft Patterns, (Loveland,
Colorado: Interweave Press, inc. 1991, page 55).

Ifell in

love with linen as a teenager when I ironed the family linens. Later, as a new spinner, I just
knew I would take to spinning flax into linen thread even easier than I had taken to wool and silk.
I expected to be a natural! But I was not. Properly dressing the distaff seemed an inscrutable process.
First, I had to add extra pieces to my wheel. Then I tackled tying the linen to the distaff using ribbons
and newspaper. Next, I attempted to spin while balancing a small bowl of water on my wheel. I felt like
I was t rying to pat my head and rub my belly at the same time. After trying unsuccessfully many times
to get everything right and spin a good thread, I knew I had to simplify the process.
About that time, I stumbled onto
a little book, Handspinning Linen, by
Olive and Harry Linder. The Linders
describe a method for spinning flax
using nothing fancier than a spinning
wheel and a small towel to hold the fibers. The technique they propose is almost identical to spinning worsted
wool yarns from combed top using
the English-style short draft. Following their method, I started producing
good, sturdy, and useful linen yarns
right away. The yarns were smooth
and had none of the lumpy, tangled,
and hairy joins that I hated when I was
trying to spin with the distaff. I found
that it was easy to spin a fat yarn using
the Linders’ method and later when I
wanted a thin yarn, I discovered that
spinning a thin yarn was even easier.

Spinning linen the easy
way

I use the same tools for spinning linen that I use for any other fiber—a
lap cloth, a dog comb, a small flicker with the regular short carding cloth
used for wool handcards, several spinning bobbins, a spinning wheel capable of wheel to whorl ratios from 10:1
to 30:1, and a colorfast spinning towel or old cloth. I use the same skeining
and blocking system that I have used
for all my other spinning. For plying I
use the tensioned lazy kate that came
with my wheel.
Generally, I spin from commercially
prepared line flax stricks. Today, most
strick flax has been processed with
chemicals and is a golden blonde color. Some line flax (the best flax available) is processed naturally in water
to rett—or rot—the undesirable parts
of the flax plant away from the long
strong cellulose fibers. This flax is
usually gray or dark tan and is softer, shinier, and sometimes much finer
than line flax that has been chemically processed.

I always look for lustrous line flax
because I’ve found that it is stronger
than flax that lacks shine and luster.

Getting started
Choose at least one strick of linen to
make samples. I set aside about a third
of the strick to make a large sample
of my final choice yarn so that I have
enough to weave or knit swatches.
Untwist and open the strick. Find
the root end, the one that is the hair
iest and bent. The other end is the
growing tip and has finer, softer fibers.
While holding the root end firmly,
separate a bundle about the diameter
of a quarter from the strick. Shake it
out to remove any of the bits and
pieces of straw (or boon).
Now smooth the fibers back into
place together and place one hand
firmly around the root end of your
bundle. While still holding firmly,
place the root end on your lap cloth.
Using either your flicker or dog comb,
and starting at the very tips, comb the
tips from about one inch to the end.
Move the flicker up another inch and
comb again. Don’t be surprised if you
pull out some tangled fibers from the
strick. Put them aside for later.
Lay the spinning towel across your
lap and place the flax bundle on top
with the root ends just slightly over
lapping one edge. Fold the towel in
thirds over the bundle and then fold
the towel back about one inch where
you overlapped the edge. Leave the
towel on your lap for a moment while
you prepare your wheel for spinning.
Set your whorl size at about 10
revolutions per treadle for your first
thread. If you have the option for
Scotch tension, this is a good time
to use it because you can first set the
overall tension and then make fine adjustments with the Scotch tension as
you spin. Set the tension tighter than
you would for wool but not so tight

that it drags the fibers out of your
hand.

Spinning a fine linen yarn
Cup the towel and fiber bundle loosely
in your fiber supply hand, with hand
and fiber resting lightly on your lap,
the fiber weighted down with your
forearm and the root end facing your
other hand and the orifice. If you are
wet spinning your flax, this is the time
to lick your fingers or dampen them
with water. Lay the starter cord from
your wheel bobbin on top of the fiber
bundle just lightly on the inside edge
(your body side rather than the wheel
side) and overlapping about two inches of the tips of the fibers. Hold the
starter cord in the drafting hand and
move your fiber supply hand up to
the fold in the towel. Close your fiber
supply thumb and forefinger medium
tight around the fibers and the bottom edge of the starter cord. Start the
wheel spinning and treadle about two
times with the thumb and fingers of
your drafting hand held together tightly. The twist must not travel into the
fiber supply. With your drafting hand,
separate four or five individual fibers
from the edge of the bundle nearest
your body. Gently pull these few fibers
about two inches straight out of the fiber supply while being careful to not
let any twist travel down the bundle.
Hold the remaining fibers in place next
to each other. Now, just as you would
spin wool with the short draft, move
your drafting hand down the yarn you
just drafted, smoothing the yarn as the
hand returns to the original position.
This is how you will make the yarn.
No matter how tightly you hold
the thread, some twist will always slip
through your fingers into the fiber
supply. This twist is good because the
fibers you just drafted into the yarn
will each catch onto a buddy, and in
this way you will draft a few new
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photo by dave daurelle

the yarn later.
fibers into the yarn each time you
Tips and tricks
smooth the yarn and bring your draftI usually spin linen with no more
By working from one side of the fiber
ing hand back to the fiber bundle.
liquid
than just licking my fingers as
bundle to the other, you will gradually
What is not good, though, is that
I
return
the drafting hand to the fiber
pull all the longest fibers out of the fisometimes the twist will pull too many
supply to pull out the next few fibers.
ber supply. When you reach the wheel
new fibers into the yarn, so you must
The size of the yarn determines how
side, you can choose to fold the towcontinue to control the twist by keepmuch liquid I need to make a smooth
el back to expose the next length, or
ing the fingers of your drafting hand
join and smooth yarn. If I need water,
you can set aside the remaining shortfairly tightly clamped down on the fiI just put a small dish close by my
er fibers to recomb and use for another
bers. Those at the folded edge of the
drafting hand. I wet and smooth all my
project. These medium to short length
towel may tangle up, especially when
yarns when I wind the yarn from the
fibers are called the mid’lins and beyou are first learning. Just use the
bobbin to the skein.
cause they are also usually finer, they
flicker or dog comb to straighten them
To wet the yarns while I wind it
are often saved to make very fine
out.
into
balls or onto bobbins, I simply
high-twist lace yarns.
To keep making new yarn, simply
saturate
a washcloth or other piece of
If you have trouble making joins,
pick up two or three more individual
cloth,
fold
it several times until it is
especially after the yarn has driftfibers from the side of the bundle closabout
three
inches square, and wrap it
ed apart, remember that the fibers are
est to your body and pull them up
around the thread as I am winding.
very long. You may need to pull a foot
parallel with the fibers alIf I need a warp dressing,
ready in the yarn, smooth
I use two tablespoons of linback on all the fibers, and reen seeds (the kind from the
turn your drafting hand to
health food store
its original position. Treaare fine for this) dropped into
dle once when you pull the fiboiling water, which I then
bers up and once again as you
let sit for about an hour. I
smooth them back (again, just
strain the mucilaginous goo
as you would to make worsted
this process creates to remove
wool with the short draft). If
the seeds. The warp-dressing
your yarn drifts apart before
goo keeps for about a week
it winds onto the bobbin, you
if it is sealed in a jar in the
can add an extra treadle to
fridge, and, if needed, it can
each cycle, or you can change
be thinned by adding a litJude spins linen the easy way—by holding the fibers in a towel.
to a smaller whorl for a higher
tle water. I just sponge it lightratio. If the flyer pulls the yarn
ly onto the top and bottom of the warp
or more off the bobbin to find a spot
out of your hand before it has enough
threads as they lay between the back
to untwist and pull apart in order to
twist to hold together or you find that
beam and the heddles, just before I
get a fuzzy yarn end that will make a
your hands get tired from holding the
weave each section.
good join.
yarn and fibers too tightly, you can
I usually make a sample card to retighten the tension. If the yarn kinks
Jude Daurelle has earned the Handweaver’s
cord the length of each cycle, the
up before it winds on, either use a bit
Guild of America Certificate in Excellence in
number of treadles per cycle, the
more tension to get faster take-up, or
Handspinning. She lives with her husband Dave
whorl size, and the numbers of yarn
change to a larger whorl to get fewer
and their three cats in Tacoma, Washington,
wraps per inch so that I can re-create
where she teaches music in the public schools.
twists per inch.
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